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Introduction 
 

vukfnfu/ua czã 'kCnrÙoa ;n{kje~ A 
foorZrs·FkZHkkosu izfØ;k txrks ;r% AA 1 

 
All the Indian grammarians consider the sentence to be the ultimate meaningful grammatical 
unit 2. Pāṇini himself, though describes the components of a sentence in the form of padas and 
the syntactic relationships representing the 'rūpatattva' and the 'arthatattva' respectively and 
further analyses padas by breaking these into bases and affixes to show the addition of the 
morphemes and semantemes, but remains a strong supporter of the theory of 'indivisible 
sentence'—a 'vākyavādin' 3. Pāṇini does not believe in the autonomous status of the minute 
divisions of a sentence i.e. base, affixes, etc. According to him, the combination of both base 
and affix – is fit to be used- lqfIrÄUra ine~A 4 It shows that Pāṇini as well as Bhartṛhari accepts 
it as 'apoddhāra' 5 —an imaginary process of derivation, which exists only in theory 6 - ^dFka 
rghZes 'kCnk% izfriÙkO;k% fdafpr lkekU;fo'ks"koYy{k.ka izofjR;a ;sukYisu ;Rusu egrks egr% 'kCnkSxku 
izfrin~;sju~ lkekU;suksRlxZ% dÙkZO;% rL; fo'ks"ksukiokn%*A 7 
Pāṇinian grammar is restricted to study of the outer form of the language and derivation of its 
words being used in the loka (as people are the supreme most authority regarding the fitness of 
the words) 8 irrespective of their being meaningful. Though he does not state any purpose of 
his grammar but it can be concluded that he wants to secure the best form of the Sanskrit 
language as the standard form of the language. His means, to prove each word composite, are 
the combinations of a base and affixes. For that purpose, he needs only the outer-surface 
structure of the words. Sometimes, he also preaches some senses to control the usage but only 
where the senses have some impact on the structure 9. Besides Pāṇinian concept of zero 
suffixes also prove his being a stern follower of structuralism 10. 
The structure has been an important basis for all studies related to the grammatical categories, 
be it—morphological, syntactical or lexicographical; or historical, comparative or analytical. 
In a study from structural point of view, a grammatical category is studied thoroughly and 
intensively to understand its internal structure. It is further analyzed on the various deeper 
levels e.g. its place in a sentence, phrase, base, affixes etc and then its characteristics, 
divisions, process etc., the derivation and inflexion processes are discussed, the changes in the 
form of derivative, due to time and other factors are noted down. Thus, the significance of that 
grammatical category is decided. 
This mode of analysis, based upon the structure of the words, dates back to Vedic era, where 
there is so much diversity visible in the forms of the roots. The language of the Vedas is highly 
developed and the prosperity of its vocabulary and absence of a proper grammar of Vedic 
language make it difficult to understand its contents completely unless these are examined at 
the level of pada, in the form of base and affixes to understand the morphemes and 
semantemes separately and individually – “r=k izfrokD;a ladsrxzg.kklEHkokr~ rnUok[;kuL; 
y?k`ik;su v'kD;RokPp dYiu;k inkfu izfoHkT; ins izd`frizR;;foHkkxdYiusu dfYirkH;ka 
vUo;O;frjsdkH;ka rn~ rnFkZfoHkkxa 'kkL=kek=kfo"k;a ifjdYi;fUr Lekpk;kZ%A 11. 
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The Gopatha Brāhmaṇa presents the first ever proof of the in-
depth knowledge of the Vedic people of the language 
grammar and its structural and semantic divisions-“vksadkj 
i`PNke%] dks /krq] fda izkfrifnda] fda ukek[;kra] fda fyaxa] fda 
opua] dk foHkfDr%] d% izR;;%] d% Loj% milxksZ] fuikr%] fda oS 
O;kdj.ka] dks fodkj%] dks fodkjh] dfrek=ka] dfro.kaZ dR;{kj%] 
dfrin%] d% la;ksx%] fda LFkku uknkuqiznku dj.ke~A 12¸ 
Since very ancient times, the Indians has been aware of the 
changes that take place in a language and keep it changing, 
Efforts to determine the etymologies and the meanings of the 
Vedic words had been launched even before Yāska 13. The 
Prātiśākhyas had noted down the changes in pronunciation of 
the words and had brought to attention the changes in form. 
The Prātiśākhyas and the Nirukta consider the structure of a 
'pada' to be the first basis of Nirvacana though the prominent 
mode of analysis remains the semantics' ^vFkZ% fuR;a ijh{ksr~*A14 
Pāṇini was the first ever grammarian to compose a 
comprehensive grammar for the whole Sanskrit language on 
the base of its ākṛti (structure) 15. Pāṇini had not coined all the 
technical terms himself but had adopted these from his 
predecessors—tradition 16. It shows the importance of 
structure based grammatical studies before him. Pāṇini 
describes almost all the technical terms as the denotation of 
the signified words i.e. lEKh 17 'kCnlaKk;ka 'kCnL;So lEizR;;ks 
Hkofr ukFkZL;A 18 Pāṇini uses these terms and definitions 'to 
point out or distinguish certain things from the rest' 19 by 
grouping similar things on the structural basis. Pāṇini's 
suffixes require structural conditions, e.g. vowel final bases or 
consonant final bases to add with. His grammatical 
operations, depicting the changes in accent, formation, 
vowels, etc., his definitions like ṭi, ghu, nadī, pragṛha, niṣhṭha, 
sat, etc. depend heavily, or to say, totally on the structural 
aspects of their bases. 20 The following aphorisms are a few of 
hundreds of the examples from Aṣṭādhyāyī which exhibit the 
importance Pāṇini gives to the structure - l:ik.kkesdfoHkDrkS 
21 _ vFkZon/krqjizR;;% izkfrifnde~ 22 _ lqfIrÄUra ine~_ 23 
ij ÜÓA 24 Even the definition of the Kṛt Suffixes– ^d`nfrÄ~* 25 
depends upon the surface structure of 'Tiṇ' and Kṛt suffixes. 
Similarly their application depends upon their being 
structurally similar or dissimilar – ok¿l:iks¿fL=k;ke~ 26 A As 
all the grammars after Aṣṭādhyāyī follow it fully or partially, 
their mode of instruction and derivation of words remain 
strictly Pāṇinian – the structural one. 
The development of Sanskrit language led to the evolution of 
many other languages like prākṛt. The composers of Prakṛt 
grammars had essentially used the technique of postulating a 
common form where they treated Sanskrit forms as prākṛti 
'the original' and prākṛt forms as vikṛti the derivatives of the 
Sanskrit forms. Thus structure played an important role in the 
derivation of the Sanskrit language as well as of the daughter 
languages of the Sanskrit language. 
 

pRokfj Ük`Ä~xk =k;ks vL; iknk] }s 'kh"ksZ lIrgLrklks 
vL;A 
f=k/k c¼ks o`"kHkks jksjohfr] egks nsoks eR;kZ vkfoos'kAA27 

 
This Ṛgvedic hymn depicts the God in the form of the great 
'bull' which symbolizes the eternal 'Śabda'—nāda ; the nāma, 
ākhyāta, upasarga and nipāta are considered to be its four 
horns: his three feet are the three time divisions namely, past, 
present and future ; has two heads, namely the nitya and the 
kārya, i.e. the meaning and its denoter word respectively. This 
God resides chained at three places – Uras (heart or lungs), 28 
Kaṇṭha (larynx) and Śiras (brain) 29 and creates words 30. This 

hymn is a clear evidence of the semantics being an integral 
part of the study of language since Vedic era. Beside this, 
there are many other evidences to prove that Vedas give more 
importance to the meaning of the words than the word itself, 
e.g. ^loZL;S okp bZ'kkuk pk# ekfeg on~;sfnfr okx~&jl% 31 
declares the meaning to be the 'rasa – essence of Vāṇī i.e. 
language. okXoS eulks âlh;lh 32 says that the linguistic aspect 
(Vāktattva) is less significant than the thought (manastattva) 
i.e. the word is less important than its meaning. The Gopatha 
Brāhmaṇa which for the first time, attests the various 
grammatical categories, also gives more importance to the 
meaning than structure of a word— ^:ilkekU;knFkZlkekU;a 
usnh;a*33 Yāska also considers the meaning to be the prominent 
basis for defining words or nirvacana— ^vFkZ% fuR;a ijh{ksr~* 34 
Whether Pāṇini acknowledges the significance of semantics 
in derivation of words and formation of a sentence, is a 
question that requires a great discussion. Pāṇini's Aṣṭādhyāyī 
depends heavily upon the outer structure of the language 
(which, according to Noam Chomsky, is the initial stage – the 
surface structure. With the addition of post lexical structure, it 
leads to the syntactic structure – the deeper structure which is 
'mapped into semantic representation by semantic rules.) 35 
He considers sentence to be the ultimate meaningful unit- and 
does not specify any elaborate deep or semantic structure. He 
restricts the analysis to the surface structure only. It makes 
scholars believe that "meaning has been treated by 
grammarians as falling outside the derivational competence of 
grammar." 36 Some other ones find semantics to be the initial 
stage of the derivations generally 37. According to Cardona, 
"Meaning serve as conditions for the introduction of suffixes 
and Pāṇini's kāraka classification rules serve to bridge the gap 
between semantic relations and grammatical expressions 38." 
On the basis of significance given by Pāṇini to semantics, one 
can compare the system of derivation in Pāṇini and Yāska on 
the same basis 39. 
In fact Pāṇini did not neglect meaning but he was aware of the 
fact that meaning was likely to change over time and the final 
authorities regarding meaning are the people who speak the 
language. 
Most of the Pāṇinian definitions and his derivational 
procedure are based upon the structural as well as semantic 
aspects of the Sanskrit language, as clear from & 
iz/kuizR;;kFkZopueFkZL;kU;izek.kRokr~ 40 & He does not mean to 
keep semantics out of the field of derivation, as believed by 
some. On the contrary, Pāṇini tries to categorize the uses of 
words from the semantic point of view, e.g. classification of 
roots into gatyarthaka, budhyarthaka etc. He preaches affixes 
as meaningful units and introduces them under specific 
semantic conditions. By the aphorisms like ^m.kkn;ks cgqye~* 41 
and ^d`R;Y;qVks cgqye~* 42 Pāṇini has indicated that his 
grammar can not fully justify in listing all the senses of 
affixes 43. He acknowledges the congregation of various 
morphological, syntactical and lexical senses with in the 
surface structure based derivational procedures. It makes 
scholars like Kiparsky and Stall consider four levels in 
Pāṇinian derivational scheme 44— 
Level 1 - Semantics 
Level 2 - Abstract Syntax (Kārakas) 
Level 3 - Surface Structure (Morphology) 
Level 4 - Phonetics 
 
Even though Pāṇini puts forward various types of senses 
through his grammatical rules but still he does not accept the 
level wise division of his derivational scheme (as proposed by 
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Kiparsky and Stall), nor he specifies an elaborate semantics or 
deep structure 45. In the words of Prof. Anil C. Sinha, Pāṇini 
"does not accept the dichotomy of structure and deep surface. 
He does not posit a general semantic structure." 46 
Pāṇini uses the formal, syntactic or syntactico-semantic 
conditions to govern the bases, affixes or both. One can 
interpret agent and object as syntactic or syntactic – semantic 
conditions and bhāva as a semantic condition. Besides these, 
these are many other semantic conditions like, the 
signification of instrument, etc. which governs the derivation 
procedure 47. 
While Pāṇini uses semantics as secondary condition for the 
development of structure, Kātyāyana records the change in 
form and senses by providing new forms, or senses as 
supplements 48. Patañjali interprets Pāṇini's structural theories 
from the semantic and philosophical points of view. 
According to Patañjali & vFkZxR;FkZ% 'kCniz;ksx% & the language 
is originated for the sole purpose of expression of the meaning 
and also, ;n/hrefoKkra fuxnsuSo 'kCn~;rsA vuXukfoo 'kq"dS/ks u rTToyfr 
dfgZfpr~AA 49 
As per Patañjali, word expresses the intended vācya senses 
which in turn reveal the intended senses or objects. 
Congregation and unity of senses of various grammatical 
categories is what Patañjali calls 'Vākya'. According to 
Patañjali, when individual words carrying individual senses 
merge into each other, lose their identity to represent the 
whole, it is known as leFkZ% infof/%A It shows that Patañjali 
accepts the various grammatical categories as meaningful 
elements which express their senses as a whole. He believes 
in Pāṇini's method of derivation but 'strongly emphasizes the 
semantic base underlying the surficial - structural derivational 
procedure. 
Patañjali defines 'Semantics' as ^losZ Hkkok% Losu Hkkosu HkofUr l 
rs"kka Hkko%* 50—the sense, for whose revelation or expression a 
word has been used, is known as its meaning. Similarly, 
Bhartṛhari defines it as 'the sense expressed by a word when 
uttered - ¸;fLeaLrwPpfjrs 'kCns ;nk ;ks¿FkZ% izrh;rsA rekgqjFk± 'kCnL; 
ukU;nFkZL; y{k.ke~AA51  
Nāgeśa accepts Pāṇinian structural procedure, based upon 
base and affixes, as a grammatical exercise and the sense thus 
derived to be theoretical (Śāstrīya) only in nature- 
^d`ro.kkZuqiwohZda infefrA vusu¿FkZcks/ulkeF;± fof'k"V ins ,o u 
rq lR;fi 'kkL=kkRizd`frizR;; 'kfDrKkus rL; yksds cks/dRofefrA 
52 Jayant in Nyāyamañjarī says - ;ks¿FkZ% izrh;rs ;Lekr~ l 
rL;kFkZ% bfr Le`fr% & the sense denoted by the word is the 
meaning of that word. 53 
As per the western thinking, 'Semantics is the study of 
vocabulary and meaning' 54. While Ullmann defines it as 'the 
science of meaning' 55, Ogden and Richards have suggested 
sixteen possible meanings of 'meaning', e.g. it is 'the 
connotation of a word; 'the theoretical consequences of a 
statement' and 'that which a sign in interpreted as being of, etc 
56. Of these, the best meaning of meaning is—'Meaning of a 
symbol is what the hearer believes the speaker to be referring 
to 57." 
Though Indian tradition does not give any specific inclusive 
name for the study of meaning, but it appears in almost all the 
systems of philosophy, logic, poetics and grammar as an 
integral part of that system, as clear from the following 
instances. ^'kCnkFkkSZ lfgrkS dkO;e~* 58 _ ^b"VkFkZO;ofPNUuk 
inkoyh dkO;e~ 59 _ ^okxFkkZfoo lEi`DrkS okxFkZizfriÙk;sA txr% 
firjkS oUns ikoZrhijes'ojkSAA60 
The Sanskrit 'Poetics' contains great discussions regarding the 
word and its meaning, conditions governing meaning, the 

means of expressing meaning, etc. It is mainly devoted to the 
linguistic forms and considers semantics to be an extension of 
Poetics. It uses semantics explicitly and implicitly as the base 
for the linguistic study e.g. the division of figures of speech 
depends upon the division of form and meaning, etc. 
All the streams of philosophers consider the expression of 
meaning as their prime objective though their means may 
vary. The logicians define the word as the linguistic symbol 
for any indicator of meaning—the denoter of the senses. They 
consider both grammatical and lexical senses, denoted by the 
word, to be the meaning of the word and a sentence, 
satisfying ākāṁkṣā, yogyatā and sannidhi, to be the ultimate 
meaningful unit and an indicator of the object world. The 
Mimāṁsā is devoted to the task of interpreting Vedas. It is 
primarily concerned with the problem of meaning and 
interpretation. According to it, the senses intended by the 
speaker and conveyed through the sentence—'bhāvanā' to be 
the meaning of the sentence. The Grammar Philosophy is 
devoted to the study of senses denoted by the sentence and the 
process of expression of senses as the 'Sphoṭa' - ^LiQqfVr vFkksZ 
;Lekfnfr LiQksV%* The grammarians believe in the 
indivisibility of the sentence and consider all the divisions of 
sentences i.e. bases, affixes etc. to be theoretical exercises – 
‘apoddhāra’ only. According to Bhartṛhari.— ^vukfnfu/ua czã 
'kCnrRoa ;n{kjaA foorZrs¿FkZHkkosu izfØ;k txrks ;r%AA*61 He 
considers word and meaning to be interrelated and the two 
inseparable parts of the same thing- ^,dL;SokReuks HksnkS 
'kCnkFkkZoi`Fkd~fLFkrkSA* 62 Hence, semantics is the common link 
between all the systems of knowledge and all the systems - 
the 'lakṣaṇas' work for the achievement of the meaning – the 
'lakṣya'.  
The meaning, though is intimately attached with its denoter 
word, does not remain static and the same always. Language 
undergoes changes with time and with the development of 
language, the senses of words also develop. Many a thinkers 
interested in language and meaning tried to classify and 
characterize various changes in meaning and tried to explain 
their causes as well as extent. This trend has started in the 
Vedic times itself as Vedas exhibit ample examples of 
development of form and change of senses. Yāska again 
emerges as the pioneer in this field of semantics as he is the 
first to confirm the diversity and development of the senses in 
a language ^mPPkopSjfHkizk;Sea=kn`"V;ks HkofUr* & He accepts 
various senses like benediction, praise, determination, curse, 
curiosity, etc. to indicate the variety of bhāva or diversity of 
senses. He acknowledges the various directions of 
transformation of meaning e.g. arthātis'aya, arthavikāsa, 
arthabheda, padārtha, vākyārtha, nāmārtha, ākhyātārtha, 
arthabodha, etc. According to him, no word can be formed 
without this 'change in meaning' 63 Patañjali also has referred 
to the same tendency of the senses to change- ^,d'p 'kCnks 
cÞoFkkZ%*64 
Even the language recorded by Pāṇini underwent changes 
which were added to his grammar by his successors like 
Kātyāyana and Patañjali. Under the semantic aspect of a 
grammatical category, its senses are judged, the various 
directions of the changes in the semantics, e.g. expansion, 
contraction and transference of semantics 65 are noticed along 
with their causes; the devices to record them and the relation 
of meaning with the word, etc. are discussed. In the words of 
Louis H. Gray, "Semantics deals with the evolution of 
meanings of words and with the reasons for their survival, 
decay, disappearance and sometimes, revival as well as the 
cause of creation of new words." 66 
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^okxFkkZfoo lEi`DrkS okxFkZizfriÙk;sA 
txr% firjkS oUns ikoZrhijes'ojkSAA* 67 

 

A word is consisted up of two interdependent aspects - 
structure and meaning. Word or speech remains useless unless 
they are understood through their meaning, which is 
inseparably one with them 68. The view, that the Indian 
systems of knowledge do not accept semantics important, is 
completely wrong. Actually semantics is an essential part of 
the linguistic studies and shares space within all of them. The 
absence or lack of semantic notions in grammatical themes 
and theories can be justified in the words of Prof. Aklujkar 
that, "…it (the Indian tradition) did consider, from very 
ancient times, the study of linguistic forms and the study of 
meaning as two distinctive branches of linguistic knowledge, 
– intimately connected with each other but too important and 
too extensive not to have recognition as mutually distinct 
bodies of knowledge 69. 
Though, usually grammar is considered to be useful for the 
study of structure of words only and it is believed that 
categorization of grammatical elements, their definitions etc. 
– all grammatical functions are based upon the structure of the 
word and are not determined by their semantics. But actually 
semantics is the soul of the language. It plays a significant 
role in grammatical studies and categorizations. The 
grammatical categories though based upon structure, express 
symmetry of meaning as well. 
To understand this symmetry of meaning one must know the 
various types of meanings denoted by a word. A word when 
articulated indicates the denotative, etymological and 
syntactic senses. These develop under semantic rules to give 
out the lexical senses 70 which, in turn, indicate the speaker's 
intention etc 71. (preached by Bhartṛhari as twelve possible 
meanings) 72. The meaning extracted from structural bases is 
different from the deeper meaning of the words. The 
symmetry of meaning here does not specify the similarity of 
the signified object but the symmetry of the method of 
indication in which the word is employed in 73. The deeper 
meaning of words can not be contained in the categories 
based upon the structure of the words 74. 
While all the grammarians acknowledge the presence and 
utility of the grammatical senses in the structural procedures, 
they consider the lexical meaning to be the subject matter of a 
distinct body of knowledge. This led to the formation of the 
grammarian's attitude when they consider structure (study of 
form) and semantics – study of meaning as two separate 
bodies of linguistic knowledge though they accept that 
theoretically form and meaning are not absolutely separable. 
It becomes clearer by considering the two streams of Sanskrit 
grammatical studies. 
While Pāṇini and Pāṇinian grammarians and their works like 
Aṣṭādhyāyī, Mahābhāṣya, Kāśikā, Siddhānta Kaumudī., 
Śabdenduśekhara, etc. preach the word from the structural 
point of view, other grammarian philosophers and work like 
Vākyapadīya, Vaiyākaraṇa Bhūṣaṇa Sāra, Vaiyākaraṇa 
Siddhānta Mañjūṣā, etc. are concerned with semantic and 
philosophical aspects of grammar. They undertake the 
semantics as well as pragmatics. Mimāṁsā also studies the 
grammar of Sanskrit language as far as it is useful for the 
explanation of problems related to the meaning and 
interpretation of the Vedas. 
Pāṇini is supposed to be the pioneer of the derivational system 
of grammatical studies. It is believed that his Aṣṭādhyāyī does 
not acknowledge the least significance of the semantics and is 
purely structural in its outlook. But Pāṇini himself shows 
great awareness of many semantic notions. The difference in 

Pāṇini and others is that he does not make the semantics the 
'subject matter' – 'lakṣya' - of his Aṣṭādhyāyī. He utilizes them 
only when it paves the way to broader grammatical 
generalizations and to simplify the derivational description. It 
may be concluded from Pāṇini's attempts to exclude 
semantics out of the structure based derivation process that he 
follows the ancient Indian tradition of considering semantics 
to be the subject matter of a system that is different from the 
system of his structure based derivational grammar, without 
raising any doubts but utilizes the semantics to support his 
system whenever he needs. 
Thus, Pāṇini does not oppose the significance of semantics in 
structural studies and in fact, himself proposes senses 
necessary for various derivational processes in his 
Aṣṭādhyāyī. He also establishes the fact that structural 
changes lead to semantic changes and vice versa. Actually he 
captures both grammatical–syntactical and lexical senses 
through his aphorisms. The aphorisms like ^drZfj d`r* 75 puts 
forward syntactic senses, e.g. agent, object and 'bhāva' etc. as 
the semantic conditions for the placement of affixes after 
bases. One can interpret agent, object etc. as syntactic and 
'bhāva' etc. as the semantic conditions. Besides, in the 
aphorisms like lq[kkfnH;% dr`Zosnuk;ke~*76 etc, Pāṇini 
acknowledges and indicates the various levels of semantics 
and their contribution in the derivation e.g. in the above said 
aphorism, 'Sukha' expresses the morphological senses as 
upapada, the signified agent is the syntactical or grammatical 
meaning and the agony etc., indicated by the seventh case 
ending in the aphorism states the general lexical senses 
expressed by the word. In the words of Dr. Rama Nath 
Sharma, "Affixes are Pāṇini's means to denote diverse 
syntactic-semantic relations 77." 
In this way, the conditions required by the derivational 
procedures are the senses of the word and semantics is always 
present and interrelated with the structure and per Aṣṭādhyāyī, 
Kātyayana and Patañjali complete the Aṣṭādhyāyī by adding 
semantics to the grammatical concepts described in Pāṇini. 
In the western tradition of grammatical studies also, many 
linguists were of the view that consideration of meaning 
should not dominate grammatical description. In the words of 
Fries, "A number of American linguists who have been 
considerably influenced by Bloomfield, have tried to go 
beyond him in the exclusion of meaning – at least they have 
proposed, as a theoretical possibility, the total exclusion of the 
use of meaning in analysis. No example of descriptive 
analysis accomplished on this basis has appeared 78." 
Therefore, total exclusion of the use of semantics in structural 
analysis is not possible and Pāṇini is no exception. 
Thus, Indian grammarians have always given meaning the 
status of a basis, in theory, for determining the phonemes, 
morphemes, grammatical categories etc. The structure and 
semantics are inseparable and supplementary to each other. 
The study of structure is incomplete in absence of the 
semantics and the semantic aspect depends upon the 
exploitation or the attestation of the structural aspects. This 
interdependence of structure and semantics is quite worth 
noticing in the Indian poetical works where figures of speech 
have been decided and divided on the basis of form and 
meaning. This scheme of categorization existed in the oldest 
available texts of the Indian poetical system also 79. 
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